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In addition to the Arabidopsis and rice genomic sequences,

numerous expressed sequence tags (ESTs) and sequenced

tag sites are now available for many species. These tools have

made it possible to re-evaluate the extent of synteny and

collinearity not only between Arabidopsis and related crops or

between rice and other cereals but also between Arabidopsis

and rice, between Arabidopsis and other dicots, and between

cereals other than rice. Major progress in describing synteny

relies on statistical tests. Overall, the data point to the occurrence

of ancestral genome fragments in which a framework of common

markers can be recognised. Micro-synteny studies reveal

numerous rearrangements, which are likely to complicate

map-based cloning strategies that use information from a

model genome.
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Introduction
One of the major arguments in favour of sequencing the

Arabidopsis and rice genomes was that they were consid-

ered to be ‘relatively simple’ compared to the genomes of

other cultivated crops. They should serve as reference

models to provide information on the more complex

genomes of major crops. Particularly appealing was the

preliminary observation that the rice genome is essen-

tially collinear with that of other cereals [1]. As a result, a

concentric circle model for aligning cereal genomes was

deduced [2].

The conservation of synteny between the Arabidopsis and

Brassica genomes became rapidly accepted, but synteny

was predicted to be much more limited when genomic

comparisons were extended to botanical families beyond

the Crucifereae [3]. Subsequently, further work has been

carried out at both the macro-scale and the level of

sequence, although only very limited regions have been

tested at the level of sequence. These studies broadly

confirmed previous results but also revealed numerous

rearrangements and breakages of synteny, indicating that

the use of the original model [2,4] to facilitate the cloning

of important genes from complex genomes might not be

as easy as anticipated [5�,6�]. Since the time these reviews

were written, much new information and many new tools

have become available, allowing a more precise and

general reassessment of collinearity between plant gen-

omes and its use for crop improvement. Among the major

new resources are the almost complete sequences of

the Arabidopsis and rice genomes [7–10], corresponding

websites, an enormous number of plant expressed seq-

uence tags (ESTs) in the dbEST database [11�], large

collections of Arabidopsis and rice full-length cDNAs [12],

and databases for annotating and comparing cereal gen-

omes [13–15]. Surprisingly, the sequencing of the Arabi-
dopsis genome revealed extensive segmental duplications

that presumably corresponding to several ancient poly-

ploidy events, the most recent being dated somewhere

between 30 and 50 million years ago [16–18]. EST

sequencing also revealed that most plant genes belong

to multigene families. These data have now to be taken

into account when attempting to compare genomes. In

this review, we describe the improved strategies for

comparative mapping at both macro-scale and micro-scale

levels. We summarise what has been learned about

the most extensively studied species and discuss the

chance of isolating important genes using comparative

mapping strategies.

Technological difficulties in comparative
mapping and their solutions
The basis of comparative mapping is the use of ho-

mologous probes that cross-hybridise between the two

species being compared. This unavoidably restricts the

number of loci that can be analysed. A second difficulty

comes from the fact that many genes are members of gene

families. Accordingly, it is often difficult to determine if a

gene mapped in the second species is orthologous or

paralogous to that in the first species. In high-throughput

comparative mapping, probe selection has to be opti-

mised. Within the European Union programme Eu-

DicotMap, an attempt was made to first select as

probes Arabidopsis ESTs that have a high nucleotide-

similarity score with rice ESTs (BLASTN e value of

<10�20). It was assumed that such probes would cross-

hybridise with genomes that are more closely related than

Arabidopsis and rice [19��]. However, many probes did not
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respond as expected [6�,19��]. EST resources and other

sequence-tagged sites that were developed for each crop

were extensively used. Databases were searched for the

best homologue to the Arabidopsis or the rice gene, which

was subsequently mapped on the appropriate population.

A threshold e value of BLASTN (e < 10�10) or BLASTX

(e < 10�15) was finally chosen, above which the homol-

ogous ESTs were discarded [19��,20��]. In addition, when

multiple hits are observed, it is necessary to determine

the 30 end of the mRNA in order to identify the best

homologue, as this region is usually the least conserved

between members of multigene families. Such a strategy,

with a similar e < 10�15 or more stringent threshold, was

used independently to compare the Arabidopsis and

Medicago truncatula genomes [21]. As a result of the

EuDicotMap project, approximately 700 Arabidopsis
genes have been used as anchor markers and 220 putative

homologous loci have been mapped in sugar beet [19��],
227 in Prunus [19��], 322 in potato [19��,20��] and 350 in

sunflower [19��]. In addition, 212 new loci have been

mapped in Brassica oleracea [22]. Wheat [23] and maize

maps [8,24��] have been similarly compared with the rice

genomic sequence. Partial comparisons were made

between rice and sorghum chromosomes [25��,26], and

an extensive comparison was carried out between maize

and sorghum maps [27].

When ESTs or homologous genomic sequences have

been mapped to Arabidopsis, rice and target genomes,

the observed patterns are often rather complex. There-

fore, it is essential to evaluate objectively whether the

presence of a few genes in the same order on two

chromosomal segments in two species occurs by chance

or is truly significant. This is not a trivial question and

several recent papers have addressed this problem. What-

ever the statistics used, the basic assumption is that

orthologous loci are compared. Each method essentially

uses simulations to calculate the probability that n mar-

kers in the same order within a given physical or genetic

map interval in two chromosomal segments occur by

chance. Several computer programmes, such as LineUp

[28��] or ADHoRE [29��], have recently been developed

to align genomes and to measure synteny [30]. Similar

methods, used to compare the potato and Arabidopsis
genomes, calculated that 6.32 syntenic blocks of three

markers would occur by chance within a 20 cM potato

map interval and a 1 Mbp Arabidopsis interval. This value

decreases to 0.41 for four markers and is null for five

markers within the same interval [20��]. Such simulations

have to be run for each comparison and several studies, in

which one of these softwares has been used, now give an

evaluation of the quality of the syntenic blocks

[19��,20��,31�]. Direct comparisons between rice and

Arabidopsis at the sequence level have used the same

approach. From 10 000 permutations, just 42.4, 1.77, 0.076

and 0.002 syntenic regions in two bacterial artificial chro-

mosomes (BACs) that share 3, 4, 5 or 6 coding sequences

in common, respectively, are likely to occur by chance. It

was therefore considered that sequences that share four

coding sequences in common had met an acceptable and

significant probability threshold and should be considered

to be syntenic [32��].

Alignment between genomes is limited by several factors

that relate to the evolution of genomes. Plant genomes

have undergone numerous polyploidy events [17]. Seg-

mental duplications have also been observed in rice

[24��,32��,33]; in this case, it was concluded that rice,

as well as other cereals, might be an ancient aneuploid

[33]. Duplication problems can be overcome by a phylo-

genetic analysis of the markers [17,34��]. In addition,

large genomes have been regularly invaded by retro-

elements that are responsible for large size differences.

This expansion phenomenon is counteracted by deletion

of these elements through illegitimate recombination. All

these events post-date the divergence between species

and contribute to the reshuffling of the original ancestral

genomes [5�,35,36].

A final difficulty in evaluating synteny between genomes

is that the data are very incomplete and partial. Further-

more, the data are sometimes biased because probes that

give simple hybridisation patterns are selected. At the

sequence level, only Arabidopsis and rice can be compared

extensively [8,32��]. At present, comparisons with other

species rely on very limited regions, usually no more than

a few BAC clones [5�]. At the macro-scale, the resolution

of the genetic maps is in the order of one or a few

centimorgans, which means than no more than one gene

out of several hundred can presently be matched with its

homologue in the compared species.

Extent of synteny between Arabidopsis, rice
and other crops: evidence for ancestral
genome fragments
Despite the limitations in comparing genome organisa-

tion, evidence for ancestral chromosomal segments is

accumulating from both classical genetic mapping and

comparative sequencing of homologous regions. The

Arabidopsis genome has served as a basis for comparison

with Brassica and, more recently, with crops outside of the

crucifer family. Although initial data suggested excellent

collinearity between Arabidopsis and Brassica chromo-

some segments, present data indicate that the situation

is more complex. Because most segments are already

duplicated in Arabidopsis and because Brassica species

are cryptic polyploids, there are multiple fragments in

Brassica that correspond to an Arabidopsis region and vice
versa [22,37,38]. In many cases, the orthology relationship

can be clarified by polygenetic analysis. In addition,

rearrangements are often detected at the sequence level

[6�]. A more rigorous analysis, using genomic probes and

statistical treatment, identified 38 significant Arabidopsis
regions that are collinear with more than 28% of the
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B. oleracea genetic map. These regions correspond to

3.3 markers on average in common between 2.1 Mbp in

Arabidopsis and 2.5 cM on the B. oleracea genetic map [31�].

The next most extensively studied pairs are Arabidopsis–
potato [19��,20��], Arabidopsis–sugar beet [19��],
Arabidopsis–sunflower [19��], Arabidopsis–Prunus [19��]
and Arabidopsis–cotton [34��]. In the two former studies,

statistical analysis of the significance of the collinear

segments was carried out and the duplicated nature of

the Arabidopsis genome was taken into account. As a

result, 57 Arabidopsis segments, which were organised

in 14 chromosomal regions, were recognised as having

at least one homologous collinear segment in the genome

of one of the four analysed species. Arabidopsis and sugar

beet share 27 collinear blocks, whereas Arabidopsis shares

24, 37 and 49 collinear blocks with sunflower, Prunus and

potato, respectively. These segments span between 16%

and 33% of the Arabidopsis genome. A more detailed

study on the potato–Arabidopsis comparison, which

included blocks with lower significance, discovered 90

segments covering 41% of the potato genetic map and

50% of the Arabidopsis physical map [20��]. From the

comparison between Arabidopsis and cotton, which used a

phylogenetic approach, an ancestral gene order could be

inferred for Arabidopsis that revealed more synteny with

other dicots [34��].

A remarkable point emerges from the comparisons

described above [19��]. Out of the 57 Arabidopsis blocks

that have a homologous collinear segment in the genomes

of potato, sugar beet, Prunus or cotton, 16 are shared by all

four other species and 32 are shared by two or three

species. This indicates that these regions correspond to an

ancestral genome, and that they should contain several

essential genes that have led to their being roughly

conserved over probably more than 70–100 million years.

These regions should be priority targets for genomic

sequencing in these four crops, which will determine

the extent to which the gene order is conserved and what

percentage of genes are found in similar positions. The

observation of a frame of markers that are common to

several species within certain Arabidopsis chromosomal

regions strongly argues for a common ancestral origin of

these chromosome segments. Incidentally, these studies

also revealed that many more duplicated segments exist

in the genomes of these crops than had been anticipated

initially [19��,34��]. Several studies reporting micro-

synteny between Arabidopsis and tomato have been dis-

cussed in a recent review [6�].

Attempts to compare the Arabidopsis genomes with those

of legumes, specifically pea and Medicago sativa, in the

EuDicotMap project failed to detect any significant col-

linear region, and an identical conclusion was reached in a

recent comparison of Arabidopsis and Medicago truncatula
[21]. It is quite possible, however, that not enough mar-

kers have been mapped to detect significant groups of

markers because micro-synteny is evident at the

sequence level in some regions of M. truncatula. Micro-

synteny between Arabidopsis and M. truncatula seems to

be more extensive than that between Arabidopsis and

rice, which is expected as crucifers and legumes diverged

more recently than crucifers and cereals; 17 out of 40

sequenced loci showed a significant level of micro-

synteny between Arabidopsis and M. truncatula [21].

Two homologous regions in M. sativa and Lotus japonicus
also show micro-synteny with Arabidopsis [39,40].

Attempting to detect blocks of markers that are common

to the Arabidopsis and rice maps also initially failed

completely. When the sequences were compared di-

rectly, however, several collinear regions were identified.

In a comparison of 190 Mbp of rice genomic sequence, 60

significant syntenic regions were detected, each of which

spanned between 4 and 22 orthologues that are common

to rice and Arabidopsis [32��]. A higher figure of 137

Arabidopsis–rice syntenic groups was reported after com-

pletion of the draft genome [8]. Several segments that are

collinear in Arabidopsis and rice have been used to reveal

hidden duplications in both species [33]. Traces of a

common origin can therefore be recognised in Arabidopsis
and rice, although the two species diverged more than 200

million years ago and the ancestral genome has been

almost completely scrambled and reshuffled.

Comparable studies, attempting to use the rice genome

sequence as the reference, have been made in cereals.

These studies have met two additional difficulties. The

first is that the rice genome sequence is not as completely

assembled and annotated as that of Arabidopsis. The

second is that many markers in maize and wheat are

not precisely mapped but are assigned to bins. The first

alignment of the rice sequence with 610 maize homol-

ogous cDNA markers, using a low stringency, revealed a

complex pattern [8]. A more detailed study [24��], involv-

ing more than 2600 mapped sequenced markers among

which only 656 putative orthologous genes could be

identified, gave a similar result, pointing to many more

rearrangements than had been anticipated from the con-

centric circles model [2,4]. The wheat genetic map was

also recently compared to the rice sequence [23]. This

work also points to numerous rearrangements between

the two genomes, with a high frequency of breakdowns in

collinearity.

Extensive comparisons have also been made between

sorghum and rice [25��,26]. Indeed, a sorghum physical

map exists, and an interesting new approach has been

developed to align this map with the rice map [25��].
Sorghum BAC clones were selected from the minimum

tiling path of chromosome 3. Unique partial sequences

were obtained from each BAC clone and could be directly

compared with the rice sequence. This approach revealed
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excellent conservation between the overall structure and

gene order of sorghum chromosome 3 and rice chromo-

some 1 but also indicated several rearrangements: 50 of

the 118 BACs examined did not show any sequence

similarity and five BACs showed better collinearity with

rice BACs located elsewhere in the rice genome. 63 BACs

are collinear with rice BACs from chromosome 1, but four

of them do not respect the rice minimum tiling path and

therefore correspond to different positions in the two

homologous chromosomes. Together, these studies point

to a general conservation of large syntenic blocks within

cereals, but with many more rearrangements and synteny

breakdowns than anticipated.

This trend is even more obvious when synteny is analysed

at the sequence level [41,42,43��,44��]. Sequencing of the

domestication locus Q in Triticum monococcum revealed

excellent collinearity with the bread wheat genetic map

[41]. Following sequencing the leaf-rust-resistance locus

Rph7 from barley, it was observed that this locus is flanked

by two HGA genes. The orthologous locus in rice chro-

mosome 1 consists of five HGA genes. In barley, only four

of the five HGA genes are present, one is duplicated as a

pseudogene and six additional genes have been inserted

in between the HGA genes. These six genes have homol-

ogues on eight different rice chromosomes [42]. The

most striking rearrangement was revealed by the compar-

ison of 100 kb around the Bronze locus of two maize lines.

Not only does the retrotransposon distribution differ

between the two lines but the genes themselves could

also be different [43��]. Comparison of the low molecular

weight glutenin locus between T. monococcum and Triti-
cum durum also revealed dramatic rearrangements: more

than 90% of the sequence diverged because of retro-

element insertions and because different genes are pre-

sent at this locus [44��]. Therefore collinearity can be lost

very rapidly within two genomes from the same species.

To what extent can collinearity be used to
isolate important genes?
The usefulness of the collinearity between the genomes

of model plants and important crops can be assessed by

the number of failures or successes in its exploitation. In

most recently reported cases, collinearity has been useful

in providing additional markers with which to saturate

fine genetical and physical maps, particularly those for

Brassica, tomato and cereals [5�,6�].

The Lr21 leaf-rust-resistance gene of bread wheat was

successfully isolated using a strategy of shuttle-mapping

between diploid wheat as a model and bread wheat [45�].
Most of the time, however, there are breakages in micro-

synteny that prevent the straightforward identification of

a candidate gene for a given trait. This was the case when

attempts were made to isolate the leaf-rust-resistance

gene Rph7 [42] or the photoperiod response gene Phd-

H1 [46] from barley. A similar story was reported for the

Rfo restorer genes isolated from radish: markers flanking

these genes in radish are collinear with the Arabidopsis
sequence, but the gene itself is not present in Arabidopsis
although many homologues are present elsewhere in the

Arabidopsis genome [47,48]. An important gene in the

establishment of nodule symbiosis was cloned in both

Medicago and Lotus by classical map-based cloning. When

the BACs containing these loci were compared with the

Arabidopsis genome sequence, micro-collinearity was

obvious but again the key gene was absent from the

Arabidopsis genome [39,40].

Conclusions
Recent studies have given stronger support to the concept

of an ancestral genome for plant species. Improved

methods have been developed for the establishment

of statistically significant collinearity between genome

segments. At the same time, it has become increasingly

obvious that plant genomes belonging to different bota-

nical families have been extensively reshaped during

millions of years of evolution, allowing each species to

adapt to its ecological niche. Even within a family, many

rearrangements can be detected now that we have enough

sequenced-based markers and as genomic sequences can

now be compared directly. The present evidence from

cereals points to extremely fast evolution of the inter-

genic regions, with consequences for gene conservation.

The use of a shuttle-mapping strategy has to be evaluated

on a case-by-case basis, and even then, the numerous

pitfalls of this approach must be kept in mind. The

present information, from both successes and failures,

strongly suggests that the development of efficient tools

for isolating genes of agronomic importance within each

important family should continue to be a priority, and that

restricting ourselves to use the two present model species,

Arabidopsis and rice, would be unwise.
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